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Coaching Employees to 
Improved Performance

Deb Hunter | Advisor at FirstPerson

Leigh Crick | Director of HR at Hopebridge

TODAY’S AGENDA
• Understanding the value of feedback

• Coaching conversations (six-step coaching method)

• When to go from coaching to progressive discipline

• Progressive discipline: Conversations & documentation

• Positive offboarding and brand ambassadors
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LET’S THINK ABOUT 
YOUR EXPERIENCES

• What is the most damaging piece of 
feedback you have received?

• What is the best piece of feedback you 
have received?

Feedback Focus Engaged Not Engaged
Actively 

Disengaged

Strengths: “My supervisor focuses on 
my strengths or positive characteristics” 61% 38% 1%
Weaknesses: “My supervisor focuses 
on my weaknesses or negative 
characteristics.”

45% 33% 22%

None: Ignored 2% 57% 41%

VALUE OF FEEDBACK
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“They may forget 
what you said, but 
they will never 
forget how you 
made them feel.”

- Carl Buechner & Maya Angelo

COACHING
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What is a 
common 
employee 
performance or 
behavior issue 
you deal with?

SIX-STEP
COACHING
METHOD
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1. The Stall

2. The Guilt Trip

3. The Self-Inflicted Wound

4. The Attack

5. The Shift

Source:media‐partners.com/management/painless_performance _improvement.htm

RECOGNIZING DIVERSION TACTICS

“The simple act of 
paying attention 
to people has a 
great deal to do 
with productivity.”

- Thomas Peters 
& Robert Waterman, 

Jr. 
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PROGRESSIVE
DISCIPLINE

• Supervisors often allow some employees more leeway than others

• Supervisors hesitate to take action because they are uncomfortable

• Over time, punishment loses its power

• Punishment most often produces avoidance

• The short-term consequences of punishment are immediate 
improvement; the long-term results are unproductive and impacts 
employee engagement

PROBLEMS WITH PUNISHMENT
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GOALS OF 
PROGRESSIVE

DISCIPLINE
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DOCUMENTATION

WHAT IF…
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• Ask yourself: “Did I give employee every 
opportunity to be successful?”

• Do you have proper documentation? 

• Could the position be restructured, or is the 
employee a better fit in another department?

• Consult with HR

LET’S THINK ABOUT 
YOUR EXPERIENCES

“Great leaders 
find ways to 
connect with 
their people and 
help them fulfill 
their potiential.”

- Steven J. Stowell
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QUESTIONS?


